
 
 

Simulation of Oil Flow and Dissipation Loss in Automotive Gear 

The oil flow in automotive gear boxes
the oil to the entire gear wheel surfaces is 
higher dissipation losses, and impacts the efficiency of the entire vehicle
about the oil distribution and dissipation loss
stages of the gear box design.  
 
Today, the simulation of oil flow in gear boxes is 
challenging, due to the complex shaped, rotating gear 
wheels and the free fluid surfaces. Furthermore, 
gear teeth are small compared to the entire gear box, 
the clearances between wheels are tight, and
films on rotating surfaces are thin
resolution and computational expense
Dynamics) methods are limited in terms of free surface simulation, and the rotation of complex shaped 
geometries causes infeasible effort for mesh generation. 
 
In this Master’s thesis, a new method develope
based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) 
problems due to its mesh-less nature and its inherent capabilities for free surface flows. 
thesis is to investigate the applicability 
results of simplified scenarios, generated by conventional, mesh
comparison. Moreover, an estimation of the req
application cases should be achieved.
 
Requirements  

- background in fluid mechanics
engineering or similar);  

- interest in high-tech simulation
- motivation to conduct challenging work in a team of researchers; 
- basic programming skills (basic knowledge of Matlab and C

Also, knowledge in the area of numerical methods for flow simulation is a plus. 
 
We offer  

- an interesting topic with industrial relevance
as engineer or scientist; 

- excellent support with respect to literature data and training material for the software; 

- computer equipment and access to a computer cluster; 

- adequate payment. 
 
Contact 
DI Andreas Eitzlmayr 
Institute for Process- and Particle Engineering
Graz University of Technology 
andreas.eitzlmayr@tugraz.at 
+43 (316) 873 – 30425 
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boxes is critical for their functionality, i.e., the sufficient distributi
the oil to the entire gear wheel surfaces is required. However, increasing the 

, and impacts the efficiency of the entire vehicle. Thus, 
about the oil distribution and dissipation losses during different operation scenarios is 

flow in gear boxes is highly 
, due to the complex shaped, rotating gear 

heels and the free fluid surfaces. Furthermore, the 
small compared to the entire gear box, 

en wheels are tight, and the oil 
films on rotating surfaces are thin, which requires high 

expense. Conventional, mesh-based CFD (Computational Fluid 
Dynamics) methods are limited in terms of free surface simulation, and the rotation of complex shaped 
geometries causes infeasible effort for mesh generation.  

Master’s thesis, a new method developed at the Institute for Process and Particle Engineering 
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) will be used. SPH has significant potential

less nature and its inherent capabilities for free surface flows. 
to investigate the applicability of SPH for the simulation of oil flow in gear boxes

results of simplified scenarios, generated by conventional, mesh-based tools are available for 
comparison. Moreover, an estimation of the requirements in terms of computational power for 
application cases should be achieved. 

fluid mechanics (i.e., you are a student of mechanical engineering

simulation with an emerging method;  
motivation to conduct challenging work in a team of researchers;  
basic programming skills (basic knowledge of Matlab and C++ is desired, but not required). 
Also, knowledge in the area of numerical methods for flow simulation is a plus. 

n interesting topic with industrial relevance, which provides a good basis for your future career 

excellent support with respect to literature data and training material for the software; 

computer equipment and access to a computer cluster;  
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functionality, i.e., the sufficient distribution of 
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Dynamics) methods are limited in terms of free surface simulation, and the rotation of complex shaped 
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